


WHO ARE WE?

Chu Kong Optical Manufacturing Limited is 

one of the leading eyewear companies in 

Hong Kong. It offers a comprehensive range 

of services with leading technologies and 

products. With over 50 years of experience 

in the eyewear manufacturing industry, Chu 

Kong is able to gain customer satisfaction by 

high-quality production, repaid reaction to 

the market change, in-house design service, 

efficient logistic and good after-sales service.



OUR STRATEGY

Our prospective plan

Supply chain 
sustainability

Engaging our 
people

Managing our 
footprint

• Safe workplaces

• Human rights

• Environmental 
resilience

• Engaging our inclusive 
and diverse global

• Enhancing the 
wellbeing of our 
people

• Attracting and 
developing talent 

• Resource management

• Sustainable acetate

• Environmental 
awareness



OUR STRATEGY

Our prospective production plan



OUR HISTORY



BUSINESSE TIMELINE



Cheong Shing Optical Mfy. was founded in 1998. 

By applying robotics engineering and other 

innovative manufacturing technologies to replace 

repetitive tasks previously done by hands, there 

are 600 employees currently. It is a wholly-owned 

subsidiary attached to Chu Kong Optical Mfy. Ltd..

Chu Kong Optical Mfy. Ltd. is a optical enterprise 

that integrates and devotes in design, 

development, manufacture, logistics. Cheong 

Shing Optical Mfy. is the manufacturing base of 

Chu Kong Optical Mfy. Ltd..

BRIEF INTRODUCTION



FACTORY TIME LINE



Advanced Machine

There are CNC machines, Lens 

Cutting machine, Bending Rim CNC 

machine in our production line, also 

including advanced technology of 

automatic soldering and laser 

cutting.

CNC Machine

Lens Cutting Machine

PRODUCTION LINE



Automatic Renovation

To build a world class automatic production line 

is the objective of Cheong Shing Optical Mfy.. 

In order to increase efficiency, decrease cost, 

shorten production cycle, create standard 

industrial structure, follow the fashion trend, 

and satisfy the demand of market.

Sticking Nose Pad

Logo Lasering

Acetate Rim MillingMaterial Cutting



INSPACTION

High Standard Quality Control

Cheong Shing Optical Mfy. controls strictly on 

the quality of products, with high standard 

quality lab, which can accomplish the test of 

glasses with domestic and international 

standard independently.

IQC

CQC



PRODUCTION CAPACITY



INTERNATIONAL INSPACTION STANDARD

As we work with customers in a different region, 

we are familiar with different international 

standards. We also trying push to even further.

We always work with many audit companies.

Current audit companies we work with:



INTERNATIONAL INSPACTION STANDARD



NEW 

PRODUCTION 

LINE

CHONG QING

Customers are seeking goods with 

competitive pricing. We believe the 

launching of the production line in 

Chong Qing which meet customer’s 

expectation and still have good quality. 

This production line will focus on mid-

low range products. It's about 

competitive price with good quality at 

the same time.



WHY CHONG QING?

This area pointed by China Government 

to focus on development as an optical 

industrial area.  It provides a good 

environmental system with a huge 

investment to create an area that 

follows the international standard.

It create a better environment and 

facility for workers .



Latest MostEfficiency  

Factory
Region

Shenzhen Dong Guan Chongqing

Minimum 
wage

Productivity 

Environment  
limitation 

2200/month 1720/month 1700/month

10k pcs/month 20k pcs/month 50k pcs/month

high middle normal

LITTLE FACT ABOUT INDUSTRY  



GOOD ENVIROMENTAL SYSTEM INVEST NEW MACHINES WIDER WORKSPACE

LOW LABOUR COST WIDER WORKSPACE PRODUCE 50K PER MONTH 

WHY IT BENEFIT YOU?



INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION



CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Chu Kong Optical Manufacturing Limited is committed to 

ethical and sustainable sourcing in every aspect of 

operations and supply chain management. The Chu Kong’s 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program is the 

mechanism by which we execute rigorous supplier 

certifications, coaching/mentoring, proprietary audits and 

unannounced monitoring. All production suppliers are also 

required to achieve and maintain both Chu Kong corporate 

certifications and those of the individual customers, too. 

Through the combined efforts of our comprehensive CSR 

program and customer requirements, we ensure that all 

facets of our supplier network support and uphold human 

rights to fullest extent possible.



As the vice president of Hong Kong Optical Manufacturers Association, Grace often 

holds events such as eye screening test service for low family income children, volunteer 

for living alone elderly, internship program for design school students & eyewear design 

competition to find new blood for the eyewear industry, etc.

COMMUNITY 



We hope our employees who work in Chu 

Kong to feel like they belong and to be 

happy about working in the office every day.

It’s important to engage with our people to 

celebrate with company successes, to 

connect , appreciate and encourage each 

other to thrive. We make sure listening 

from our people for improving our company.

ENGAGING OUR PEOPLE 



OVERSEA OPTICAL TRADE SHOWS




